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KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 51
(10) B±(x,y) = ± u(z)dz+ dz u(s)B(s, z)ds .Jx+y Jo Jx+y- z
By successive approximation, one has the estimate
\B±(x,y)\<±C±(x)\±0° \u(z)\dz,Jx+y
where C±(±x) are non-increasing functions. Moreover, first derivatives of B±
exist. Potential u is reconstructed by formula
(11) u(x) = =fdldxB±(x, ±0) .
Lemma 1. Suppose that u(x) is n-tίmes differentίable and
σ±j(x) = ±\±~\u«>(y)\dy, j<n,
J X
are finite for any x. Then B^=dj+kB±ldxjdyk exist for j+k<n+l and are
estimated as
l^ ^ *, jO±"°'+*~^ .
Proof. First consider the case k=Q. By (10), we have
(12) B±x(x,y)±u(x+y) = -(yu(x+y-*)B±(x+y-*, z)dzJo
and the estimates for B±x follow. Existence and estimates of jBif 0 are obtained
by repeated differentiation of (12) with respect to x.
Suppose that, in general, the statement has been proved for j-\-k<m and for
j+k=m+l, k<kf. Then existence of ££•-*'• -*'+1> and its estimate follow from
(13) B±x(x,y)-B±y(x,y) = -
and its repeated differentiations.
Q.E.D.
If second derivatives exist, (13) gives
(14) B±xx(x, y)-B±xy(x, y) = u(x)B±(x, y) .
Put (9) into (6). Then we have
2iξb(ξ) = exp (-2ixξ) jn,Cy) exp (-2iξy)dy
where
x,y-z)dz-B+x(x, g)B.(x,y-z)dz .
Here we have extended B±(x, y) as 0 for ±j<0.
If u is sufficiently diίferentiable with rapidly decreasing derivatives, by
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Lemma 1 Πi (y) is differentiable except at y=0. For ±^>0 we have
ΠΓ
}(y)= Tfiϊ^^^+ΣJlJBΪ 'X^yJB?^-1^, TO)
Putting (9) into (5), we have
2iξa(ζ) = 2iζ~ u(y)dy + Π2 (y) exp (2iζy)dy
where
ILO>) = B+x(x9y)-B_x(X, -y)-B+y(xyy)
If a(?0)=0, Im f0>0, then/±(Λ;, ?0) are linearly dependent by (5). They are
square-ίntegrable because of the asymptotic behavior. Because L
u
 is symmetric,
ζl is real, i.e. ζ0 is purely imaginary. One has
(is)
The functions f±(x, ζ) being real valued for ζ—ίη, zeros of a(ζ) are all simple.
Number of zeros is finite because a(ζ)-^\ as |ξΊ->°°. We denote them by
Then r±y are related by
(16) cjc.j = ~a\i
ηjγ
z
 .
We call the triplets s±= {r±(ξ)> ηj> c±j] right and left scattering data of the
potential u. Put
(17) F±(y) = π-r±(ξ) exp (±2iξy)dζ
(18) ΛiCv) = 2 Σ% ι<W exp (T27yy)+F±(y) .
Then 5± satisfy the Marchenko equations
(19) B±(x, y)± \±°°ίl±(x+y+z)B±(x, z)da+Cί±(x+y) = 0 .Jo
We now turn to the inverse problem. Let N be a non-negative integer and
^u "'ϊ
7?// be prositive numbers different from each other. Let c
n
 •••, £// be
positive umbers. Let r(ξ) be a function which satisfies r(— £)— r(f)*, |r(f)| <1
for f =f=0 and r(g)=O(?-1) as f->±oo.
Determine ^(f) by following conditions: it is analytic in ζ(Im f>0),
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\a(ξ)\~2=l — |r(£)|2 on the real axis and iηj(j=l, m ,N) are its simle zeros (see
[1, p. 151] for an explicit formula). Put r+(ξ)=r(ξ) and
Define c.j be the relations (16). Define functions F± and Ω± by the formulas
(17) and (18).
Assume that F± are absolutely continuous and (1+ \x\)F±'(±x) belong to
U(a, oo ) for any a. Then Marchenko equations (19) are uniquely solvable for
each x. Let B±(x, y) be their solutions. Then the estimates
where
a±(x) =
hold. B± are different iable in x and estimates
I B±x(xy y)+n±'(x+y) < C±(x)a±(x)a±(x+y)
hold. See [1, pp. 159-160].
Define h± by (9) and then/± by (8). Put
u±(x)=
Then (1+ \x\)u±(±x) are in Ll(ay oo) for any a and
hold.
To show that u±(x) conincide, r(ξ ) should satisfy an additional condition
[1, Lemma 3.1] : if ξa(ξ)=£θ at ξ=Q, then r(0)= - 1. In this case {r(ξ)9 -ηJ9 cj}
is right reflection coefficient of u(x)=u±(x).
Lemma 2. Suppose that F±(x) are n-times continuously differentiable and
F^(±x) (j<n) belong to Ll(a, o°)for any a. Then continuous derivatives BQ&
exist for j~\-k<n and are estimated as
l<c±(*;
where
a±>(*)=±pm$rooi4x.
J X
Proof. Derivatives J3^ 0) satisfy
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(20) B&°>(x, y)±°°Ω.±(x+y+z)By 0'>(x, z)dz
The existence and estimates of β+J 0) are quite analogous to the case of β+ 0) and
are shown by induction based on (20). Then differentiating (20) with respect to yy
we obtain the results for B¥'k\
Q.E.D.
2. Time dependence of scattering data
Put
L
u
 = -D2+u D = djdx
and
B
u
 = -4D*+3uD+Wu .
Then the operator [B
u
, LU]=BULU — BULU is the multiplication by the function
6uu
x
—u
xxx
. Thus the equation
(21) dLM/dt = [Bw Lu]
for u=u(t)=u(xy t) is equivalent to (1). This observtion is due to Lax (See [4]
and [5]).
We now describe a formal procedure to determine time dependence of
Jost functions and scattering data of L
uCt) for smooth real-valued solution u=u(t)
=u(x, t) which is rapidly decreasing in x for each t. Relations found here will
be used later to construct solutions.
We differentiate the relation L
u
f±=ζ2f± with respect to t. Making use of
(21), we see that df±/dt — Buf± again satisfies (2). Because they behave like
4(±iζ)3 exp (±iξx) as x->± oo, by the uniqueness of Jost functions, we have
(22) df±/dt-Buf± = 4(±ί?)'/± -
Differentiating the relation (4) with respect to t and eliminating ^-derivative
of Jost functions by (22), we obtain an identity
(daldt)f*+(db/dt-8iξ*b)f+ = 0 .
Thus we have
a(ξ, t) = a(ξ, 0)
a(ζ, t) is independent of t and so are its zeros i^l9 •••, iηN. Reflection coefficients
vary as
(23) r±(e,0 = '±(
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Differentiating
/_(#, irij) = djf+(x, ir
with respect to t and eliminating df+/dΐ by (22), we have
Because the relation dj=ίa'(iηj)cj hold by (15), cj satisfy the same differential
equation as dj and consequently we have
(24) cj(t) = cj(0) exp (8*5*) / - 1, -, N .
Formulas (23) and (24) have been discovered by GGKM [2]. See also Lax
[5]. Present derivation is somewhat different from those of [2] and [5].
3. Properties of the reflection coefficients
In this section, we study the analytical properties of the reflection coefficients
in detail.
Assume that u(x) is a real differentiate function such that uu\x) (j<6)
are rapidly decreasing. Then B¥'*\x,y)(j-}-k<7) exist and estimated as in
Lemma 1.
f±(x, ξ) and/±'(*, ξ) are C°° in ξ. By (5) and (6), ξa(ξ) and ξb(ξ) are C°°.
If £φO, ξa(ξ) is not zero by (7). So r(ξ) is C°° for £ΦO and even at ξ=0 if
?*(?)lί=oΦθ Suppose that ξa(ξ)\^0=0. Then by (5) and (6), a(ξ) and b(ξ)
are smooth at ξ=0. By (7), α(0)Φθ and r± are smooth at f =0.
We next study the behavior of «, b and r± as | f | -»oo. By integral repre-
sentation each derivatives of ξ(a(ξ)—l) are bounded. ΐlιί\y)(n<6) exist and
are continuous except at y=0. They have right and left limits at y=Q and are
rapidly decreasing as \y\-*oo.
Lemma 3. Πiw)(y) (n<5) are continuous even at y= 0.
Proof. By the expression for the derivatives of ΠiCv), ^ ^s sufficient to
show that
(25) =FB£ n)(*, ±0)+Σ5-ί5±fJ)(^ ±0)B% *-'-l\x, =fO)
do not depend on signs. Using (14), we replace B^- J\x, ±0) by derivatives of
u(x) and B^±>k\x9 ±0). We get thus rather complicated expressions for (25).
We describe here only two of them: (25) is equal to
for n= 1 and to
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*[-u(x)B±y(x, ±Q)-u'(x)B±(x, ±G)±u(x)2]
=fu(x)B^y(xy ψO)+[=fu/(x)-u(x)B±(xy ±0)]βτ(
for n=2.
Q.E.D.
So we have
(2iξγb(ξ) = exp (-2^|)ni6)M exp (-2iξy)dy
after integration by parts. Therefore ξ7b(ξ) is bounded and belongs to ZΛ Also
ξ\ξb(ξ)Y and ξ\ξ b(ξ))" are bounded and belong to L2. It follows that ξ7r±(ξ),
ξ
7
r±'(ξ) and £V±"(f ) also are bounded and belong to L2.
Put
^±(*, t) = π-^r±(ξ) exp
Recall that if a function and its first derivative are square integrable, then its
Fourier transform is integrable. By the properties of r± just described, we have
Lemma 4. Continuous derivatives F(J' k\x, t) (/+3Λ< 5) exist and are inte-
grable. xF±x(x} i) and xF±xx(x, t) are also integrable.
Define c±j(t) by the formula (24). Put
Ω±(*, t) = 2 Σ^±XO exp (*2ηjx)+F±(x, t) .
Then by Lemma 4, Marchenko equation (19) is solvable for each t. Denote by
B±(χ> y\ 0 tne solutions. Put
u±(xy t)= *B±x(x, ±0;ί)
As r±(0y t)=r±(0), the additional condition required to show u+(x, t)=U-(x, t) is
clearly satisfied. We have thus proved
Theorem 1. For each t there exists the unique potential u(x, t) which satisfies
(3) such that {r+(ξ, t), ^y, c+j(t)} are its scattering data.
By Lemma 2 and 4, B+ are C5 in x. Its ^-derivatives are integrable with
respect to y. So the corresponding Jost functions f±(x, ζ\ t) are C5 in x.
Next we study the differentiability in t. Note that Ω± satisfy the differ-
ential equations
(26) (Ω±)
ί
+(Ω±),« = 0 .
Differentiation of (19) with respect to t and (26) lead to the integral equation
for the ί-derivative:
(27) B±t(x, y)±(±00n±(x+y+z)B±t(xyz)dz+D±(x, y) = 0,Jo
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where
D±(x, y) = =F \±~Ω±xxx(x+y+z)B±(x, z)dz-Cl±xxx(x+y)Jo
(we omit the variable t when confusion does not occur).
Comparing (27) with (20) and arguing analogously, we conclude that conti-
nuous drivatives B¥'k'l\x, y\ i)(j-}-k-{-3l<5) exist and integrable with respect
to y. So j-th x and Λ-th t (j+3k< 5) derviatives of f±(x, ξ t) exist. Also wcy>/0
(#, ί) (/+3A<4) exist and are continuous.
Lemma 5. ι£*'k\x, £) (y+3Λ< 3) are integrable with respect to x and tend to
zero as \x\ ->oo.
Proof. By putting results of Lemma 2 again in (20), we obtain finer estimates
for ^-derivatives of u:
Then the assertion follows from Lemma 4. The argument for the ^-derivative is
quite similar.
Q.E.D.
4. Solution of the initial value problem
Having studied the analytical properties, we are now in a position to prove
Theorem 2. The function u(x, t) in Theorem 1 satisfies the KdV equation.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the relation (22) hold. In fact, differen-
tiating L
u
f+=ξ2f± with respect to t and eliminating df±jdt by (22), we obtain
(dL
u
/dt-[B
u
, L
u
])f± = 0
i.e.
(ut—6uux+uxxx)f± = 0 .
We prove the equation (22) for/+. We omit the plus sign from the quantiites
involved.
(22) is equivalent to dh/dt=g where g—g(x, ζ t) is defined by
g=l2ζ*h
x
-l2iζh
xx
-4h
xxx
+6u(iζh+h
x
)+3u
x
h .
After repeated applications of (14) and integration by parts we get
g(*> ?; 0 = \°°C(x,y t) exp (2iζy)dy ,
Jo
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where
C = -B
xxx
+3uB
x
 .
The kernel C satisfies the same integral equation as Bt:
(28) C(x,y)+\~fl(x+y+g)C(x, *) = -D(x,y) .
Jo
In fact, denote the left hand side of (28) by E(x, y). We differentiate Marchenko
equation (19) with respect to x, multiply 3u and then substract three times x-
diίferentiations of (19). We obtain thus
) [u(x)B(x, z)-B
ΛΛ
(x, z)]dz
x, z)dz+3£l'(x+y)u(x)+D(X,y) = 0 .
The identity (14) and integration by parts lead to
E(x,y)+D(x,y) = 0.
The homogenous equation associated with the Marchenko equation has only
trivial solution. Thus by (27) and (28), we have Bt=C and consequently ht=g
has been established.
Q.E.D.
REMARK. For the special case of r+(ξ) = 0, results analogous to Theorem 2
have been proved by Hirota [3] and the present author [6] by different methods.
By Lemma 5, the solution constructed in this paper satisfies the conditions
which is needed for the uniqueness of solutions of the initial value problem. See
Lax [4 pp. 467-468].
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